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My PowerPoint 2016 (includes Content Update Program)
Microsoft Press is pleased to offer the second edition of Kraig Brockschmidt's indepth ebook on writing Windows Store apps using HTML, CSS3, and JavaScript on
the Windows 8.1 platform. The ebook includes 20 chapters and 4 appendices.
Download the PDF (30.1 MB) http://aka.ms/611111pdf Download the EPUB file
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I Don't Want to Eat Bugs
The must-have book on the leading suite of software for graphic and web designers
Fully revised and updated this hands-on resource offers a one-stop learning
opportunity through eight minibooks dedicated to each product inside Adobe's
Design & Web Premium Suite. The minibooks include Adobe Creative Suite Basics,
InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, Flash, Fireworks. The book
contains information on new image enhancements to After Effects, 64-bit versions
of Illustrator and Flash Professional, and a new tool, dubbed Helium, that will
enable designers to create content using HTML5 and CSS3. Offers the depth
needed by novices and long-time professionals Covers the key features and tools
users need to master individual programs to their fullest capacities Helps designers
to be more creative and productive Filled with tips and techniques for using the 8
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design programs This popular package gives designers a full review of the most
popular design and development tools on the market.

Affinity Photo How To
Take your photos from "meh" to "wow!" with Photoshop Elements 13 and this
expert guide Photoshop Elements 13 For Dummies is your guide to picture
perfection using Adobe's Photoshop Elements. This full-color manual walks you
through the process of photo editing, from basic color corrections to advanced
filter effects, drawing, and more. Work through from beginning to end for a
complete lesson, or keep it handy as a quick reference for unfamiliar tools and
techniques. Designed for beginner and intermediate Photoshop Elements users,
this book provides straightforward instruction in a fun, richly illustrated, easy-toread style that makes learning feel like play. Combining powerful tools with a userfriendly interface has made Photoshop Elements the number-one selling photo
editing software. Photoshop Elements 13 For Dummies shows you how to take
advantage of everything the software has to offer, helping you create high-quality
images for print, e-mail, and the web. Even with no digital image editing
experience at all, you'll learn how to take your photos from bland to beautiful and
have a blast along the way. Adjust resolutions, color modes, and file formats to
best suit the project Work with layers, filters, effects, styles, type, and more
Correct color, contrast and clarity for a simple photo makeover Optimize for print,
or share on Facebook, Flickr, and other social networks The power and simplicity of
Photoshop Elements makes it the perfect solution for amateurs seeking an
affordable digital editing platform. The quicker you learn the tools, the sooner
you'll be turning out photos to brag about – and Photoshop Elements 13 For
Dummies will get you there in a flash.

Photoshop Elements 2019 For Dummies
Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit
pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll
learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to
improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa Snider’s step-bystep instructions and expert advice, you’ll master Photos and tame your image
library—and have fun along the way! The important stuff you need to know:
Migrate from iPhoto. Learn how to make a quick and smooth transition. Organize
your collection with ease. Master the many ways to import, group, and categorize
images—and set up iCloud Family Sharing. Find your photos quickly. Employ
Photos’ powerful labeling, keyword and facial recognition features to optimize
searches. Sharpen your editing skills. Skillfully use Photos’ impressive image- and
video-editing tools on your Mac or iOS device. Access photos anywhere. Sync your
library to all of your Apple devices so your photos travel with you wherever you go.
Share them online. Show your shots to everyone on your list by using shared
albums, creating web galleries, posting them on Facebook, and more. Dive into
creative projects. Build pro-level slideshows to share with others, and create
gorgeous gift books, calendars, and cards.

Book Design Made Simple
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With climate change and deforestation, debris flows and debris avalanches have
become the most significant landslide hazards in many countries. In recent years
there have been numerous debris flow avalanches in Southern Europe, South
America and the Indian Subcontinent, resulting in major catastrophes and large
loss of life. This is therefore a major high-profile problem for the world's
governments and for the engineers and scientists concerned. Matthias Jakob and
Oldrich Hungr are ideally suited to edit this book. Matthias Jakob has worked on
debris flow for over a decade and has had numerous papers published on the topic,
as well as working as a consultant on debris flow for municipal and provincial
governments. Oldrich Hungr has worked on site investigations on debris flow,
avalanches and rockfall, with emphasis on slope stability analysis and evaluation of
risks to roads in built-up areas. He has also developed mathematical models for
landslide dynamic analysis. They have invited world-renowned experts to joint
them in this book.

Photo Magic with Adobe? PhotoDeluxe
The perennial bestseller is updated and revised throughout for the latest release of
Photoshop Elements 8 Richly illustrated in full color, this friendly, easy-tounderstand guide provides all the essentials on the latest version of the affordable
and popular image-editing program, Photoshop Elements. Get the scoop on using
the latest digital imaging tools and techniques to correct color, brightness, and
contrast; create postcards, slideshows, and movie files; apply artistic effects to
your photos; fix flaws and even remove unwanted elements from your images; and
so much more. Use the Organizer on a Windows PC or Adobe Bridge on a Mac to
sort, find, tag, and catalog your photos Straighten crooked lines, crop for effect, or
fix color, sharpness, red-eye, and contrast Move people or objects in and out of
your pictures, change the background, combine multiple images, or replace one
color with another Add effects with filters, get creative with type, or play with the
drawing and painting tools Tag your photos using People Recognition or by
geographical location Turn your photos into postcards, calendars, greeting cards,
and photo books with a few simple clicks Import images into Elements from a
variety of sources Upload and save images to Photoshop.com Photoshop Elements
8 For Dummies shows you how to make the most of Elements awesome image
editing, organization, and photo sharing tools. Whether you’re concerned about
color correction and clarity or just want a cool calendar of your kids for the wall,
you’ll learn how to do it with this book!

Adobe Creative Suite 6 Design and Web Premium All-in-One For
Dummies
Book + Content Update Program If you want to deliver truly attention-grabbing
presentations with PowerPoint 2016, My PowerPoint 2016 is your must-have
companion. Friendly, quick, and packed with real-world advice, it walks you
through every task you'll want to perform, including: Choosing the right design
Creating and inserting shapes and pictures Incorporating effective animations,
transitions, and multimedia content Finalizing and printing your presentation
Setting up and delivering slide shows Modifying themes and templates to your
precise needs And much more Every task is presented step-by-step, using carefully
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annotated, full-color screenshots, all numbered so there's no chance of getting lost
of confused. Everything's clearly organized in modular, self-contained chapters
designed to help you get more powerful results from Microsoft's PowerPoint 2016,
and get them faster. Throughout, the book is packed with helpful tips and lists plus quick solutions to the problems you're most likely to encounter. In addition,
this book is part of Que’s exciting new Content Update Program. As Microsoft
updates features of PowerPoint 2016, sections of this book will be updated or new
sections will be added to match the updates to the software. The updates will be
delivered to you via a FREE Web Edition of this book, which can be accessed with
any Internet connection. To learn more, visit www.quepublishing.com/CUP. How to
access the free web edition: Follow the instructions within the book to learn how to
register your book to access the FREE Web Edition.

Beginner's Guide to Digital Photo Art
This text teaches users of every level how to create digital images using Corel
PHOTO-PAINT. It describes how to manipulate photos, paintings and other bitmaps
images, and provides discussion of the advanced issues of photo editing. Notes,
tips, warnings a

Photoshop CS5 Restoration and Retouching For Digital
Photographers Only
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.

Photoshop 6 Photo-Retouching Secrets
Adobe Photoshop CS5 Restoration and Retouching For Digital Photographers Only
is the complete guide to restoration and retouching. Whether you’re new to
Photoshop, or if you’ve been using it for years, you’ll learn lots of new tricks that
will help put the beauty back into cherished family photos, and turn new photos
into frameable works of art. Follow Adobe Certified Photoshop Expert Mark
Fitzgerald as he guides you through the restoration and retouching workflows.
Begin by learning about basic concepts, such as proper tonal and color adjustment,
selections, and masking. Then learn to master Photoshop’s retouching tools, like
the Healing Brush, Patch Tool, and Clone Stamp. After you build a solid foundation,
you’ll see how these tools and techniques come together to solve a wide range of
restoration and retouching problems; from repairing a damaged print to removing
braces and repairing glass glares. Explore the tools and techniques with step-bystep expert instructions for downloadable practice files. Experience the total
workflow as you complete three projects along side Mark from start to finish: a
restoration project, a portrait retouching project, and an architectural retouching
project. This book is an update to Mark Fitzgerald’s popular book, Adobe Photoshop
CS3 Restoration and Retouching Bible.

Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummies
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A fast paced, example driven approach to learning Pixelmator."Learning
Pixelmator" is great for photographers of any level who are looking to learn to take
advantage of Pixelmator to edit images. Without any prior knowledge of image
editing software needed, we will start with the basics and move onto more
advanced image editing techniques. No matter what your current artistic level is,
this book will give you the power to unleash the artist within!

Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances
Photopedia: The Ultimate Digital Photography Resource Whether you own a lowcost point-and-shoot camera or an expensive digital SLR, great photographs are
within your reach–with the help of this book. Photopedia: The Ultimate Digital
Photography Resource shows you everything you need to know to take greatlooking digital photos, from basic camera operation to advanced Photoshop
techniques. Photopedia’s easy-to-read text, accompanied by colorful photographic
examples, leads you step-by-step from choosing the right digital camera to taking
impressive pictures to printing your photos and sharing them via the Web.
Photopedia includes detailed instructions for taking all kinds of different photos.
Want to take an attractive portrait, or a stunning action shot? Or perhaps you just
want to capture shots on your upcoming vacation, or shoot some product photos
for eBay? Whatever type of photo you want to take, you’ll learn how in this book.
Read the text, look at the pictures, and then start shooting! HERE’S SOME OF
WHAT’S COVERED INSIDE: • Choosing the right digital camera • Learning your
camera’s functions and controls • Selecting essential camera accessories • Using
different lenses and filters • Mastering essential photographic techniques, such as
composition, lighting, color, exposure, and focus • Choosing the best photo editing
software • Using Photoshop to edit and enhance your photos • Shooting the
perfect photo–from portraits to still life • All aspects of digital photography from
equipment, composition, digital darkroom/editing, and output. • Shooting in black
and white • Storing, managing, and printing your photos Michael Miller has written
more than 75 nonfiction how-to books, including Que’s iPodpedia: The Ultimate
iPod and iTunes Resource, Googlepedia: The Ultimate Google Resource, Absolute
Beginner’s Guide to Computer Basics, Tricks of the eBay Masters, and Bad Pics
Fixed Quick. Learn more at his website: www.molehillgroup.com. Category: Digital
Photography User Level: Beginner to Advanced

Photos for Mac and IOS: The Missing Manual
Welcome to the Galaxy Popular for both work and play, Android tablets fill a useful
niche between smartphone and computer. Samsung’s Galaxy Tab kicks it up a
notch, offering both hardware and software technology beyond its competitors.
Samsung enhances the basics—web, email, eReader, navigation, music, video,
camera—and offers unique tools such as the Bixby assistant and the high-tech SPen. Coupled with an envious design, Galaxy Tab is a formidable contender to
other devices, offering features you won’t find anywhere else. Samsung Galaxy
Tab For Dummies helps you take full advantage of everything this sweet device
has to offer. Whether you’re looking to keep in touch with friends and family on
social media, want a portable way to stay connected to your work, or desire to
read the latest potboiler or catch-up with the latest streaming TV drama, the
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Galaxy Tab makes it possible—and this book shows you how. Set up and start
using your new tablet Connect with email, video chat, and explore social media
Play games, enjoy music, watch movies and streaming TV Browse digital
magazines and enjoy ebooks A whole new galaxy awaits! Get ready to soak it all
in!

Photoshop CS4 QuickSteps
Special emphasis on the needs of digital photographers using Photoshop

The Photoshop Elements 2020 Book for Digital Photographers
PHOTO 1: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY is the must have
book for photographers looking to bridge the gap between traditional and digital
photography. This comprehensive introductory text eases the transition from one
system to the other while developing the student's understanding of the scope and
importance of this evolution. Not only will students learn how and why to create
photographs, but also how to evaluate them from both a technical and aesthetic
viewpoint. Through strong visual examples and artist statements from
photographers around the world, PHOTO 1 investigates photography as an artistic
and visual communication tool. Unique among other introductory photography
books, this text also introduces students to copyright law and best business
practices for photographers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Programming Windows Store Apps with HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript
Discover the easiest way to enhance, customize, and have fun with your own
photographs on any PC. This guide explain how to create your own greeting cards
and calendars, colour old photos, adjust pictures and create family photo albums.

The Official Guide to Corel Photo-paint 6 for Windows 95
ARE YOU READY FOR AN ELEMENTS BOOK THAT BREAKS ALL THE RULES? This
book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that's never
been done before-it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly "how to do it." It's
not a bunch of theory; it doesn't challenge you to come up with your own settings
or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does something that virtually no other
Elements book has ever done-it tells you flat-out which settings to use, when to
use them, and why. If you're looking for one of those "tell-me-everything-about-theUnsharp-Mask-filter" books, this isn't it. You can grab any other Elements book on
the shelf, because they all do that. Instead, this book gives you the inside tips and
tricks of the trade for organizing, correcting, editing, sharpening, retouching, and
printing your photos like a pro. You'll be absolutely amazed at how easy and
effective these techniques are-once you know the secrets. LEARN HOW THE PROS
DO IT Each year Scott trains thousands of digital photographers and, almost
without exception, they have the same questions and face the same problemsthat's exactly what he covers in this book. You'll learn: How to unlock the power of
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layers (you'll be amazed at how easy it is!) How to use Camera Raw for processing
not only RAW photos, but JPEGs, TIFFs, and PSDs too! (And you'll learn why so
many pros like it best-because it's faster and easier) The sharpening techniques
the pros really use (there's an entire chapter just on this!) How to deal with
common digital camera image problems, including brightening people in dark
shadows and getting the best color possible The most requested photographic
special effects, and much more! THE BOOK'S SECRET WEAPON Although Elements
2020 offers some digital photography features that Photoshop doesn't offer, there
are plenty of features that Photoshop has that Elements 2020 doesn't (like
channels, HDR, etc.). But in this book, you'll learn some slick workarounds, cheats,
and fairly ingenious ways to replicate many of those Photoshop features right
within Elements. Plus, you can download many of the images used in the book, so
you can follow right along with the techniques. Since this book is designed for
photographers, it doesn't waste your time talking about what a pixel is, how to
frame a shot or set your exposure, etc., and there's no talk about which camera or
printer to buy. It's all Elements, step by step, cover to cover, in the only book of its
kind, and you're gonna love it!

Editing Digital Photos For Dummies
Are you ready to improve your skills and knowledge of Affinity Photo? If you ever
find yourself wondering how to do something in Affinity Photo, then this book is for
you. It doesn’t matter if you are a novice or advanced Affinity user, you are likely
to discover something you didn’t know by reading this book. In Affinity Photo How
To you will learn how to perform common tasks such as how to crop a photo, how
to sharpen an image or how to create a mask. But in doing so you will learn much
more than just a collection of simple techniques. Each chapter of the book focusses
on a different activity, and using instructive exercises, explains how Affinity Photo
works. Importantly, it links what might seem unrelated activities together, to build
your understanding and editing skill in Affinity Photo. By the end of this book, you
will find you are delving deep into Affinity Photo to perform tasks such as easily
creating complex selections and masks. Here are just a few examples of what you
will learn: · How to customise almost every aspect of the Affinity interface. · How to
control the many different options when exporting an image, like colour space, bit
depth and image resolution. · How to edit images using different colour formats for
example RGB and CMYK, but how to do this without changing the image format. ·
How to easily add layer effects including shadows, outlines, and glows. · How
blending modes work and how you can use these with different Affinity Photo tools
like the Paint Brush. · How to use the Refine Selection dialog to greatly improve the
accuracy of a selection automatically. What may seem like a simple topic will
probably delve much deeper into Affinity Photo than you imagine. Accompanying
the many exercises in this book are sample files. You can download these from the
authors website, allowing you to follow along in your own copy of Affinity Photo.
Packed with tips and advice, this book is a valuable resource for all users of Affinity
Photo.

The American Photo Engraver
Turn blah photos into dazzling images Photoshop Elements offers enough of the
power you’ll find in full Photoshop to make both basic and artistic edits to your
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photos. Photoshop Elements 2019 For Dummies helps you learn how to use
Photoshop Elements to take your shots to stunning new heights! Photoshop
Elements 2019 For Dummies offers photographers of all skill levels the power to
turn run-of-the-mill digital pictures into beautiful photographs. This friendly and
helpful guidebook directs you on how to harness all the tools this powerful software
has to offer. Simple explanations for handling image editing Steps for giving your
photos a digital makeover Ways to turn your photos into works of art Guidance on
fixing your pics with one click No matter if you're a photo editing newcomer looking
for advice on making the most common fixes or an experienced editor in need of a
road map to this version of Photoshop Elements, this book has you covered!

Corel Photo-paint 8
If you're vexed and perplexed by PowerPoint, pick up a copy of Fixing PowerPoint
Annoyances. This funny, and often opinionated, guide is chock full of tools and
techniques for eliminating all the problems that drive audiences and presenters
crazy. There's nothing more discouraging than an unresponsive audience--or
worse, one that snickers at your slides. And there's nothing more maddening than
technical glitches that turn your carefully planned slide show into a car wreck.
Envious when you see other presenters effectively use nifty features that you've
never been able to get to work right? Suffer no more! Fixing PowerPoint
Annoyances by Microsoft PowerPoint MVP Echo Swinford rides to the rescue.
Microsoft PowerPoint is the most popular presentation software on the planet, with
an estimated 30 million presentations given each day. So no matter how frustrated
you get, you're not about to chuck the program in the Recycle Bin. Fixing
PowerPoint Annoyances, presents smart solutions to a variety of all-too-familiar,
real-world annoyances. The book is divided into big categories, with annoyances
grouped by topic. You can read it cover to cover or simply jump to the chapter or
section most relevant to you. Inside its pages you'll learn how to create your own
templates, work with multiple masters and slide layouts, and take advantage of
various alignment and formatting tools. You'll also learn how to import Excel data;
insert graphics, PDF, and Word content; create, edit, and format organization
charts and diagrams; use action settings and hyperlinks to jump to other slides;
and add sound, video, and other types of multimedia to spark up your
presentations. Entertaining and informative, Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances is filled
with humorous illustrations and packed with sidebars, tips, and tricks, as well as
links to cool resources on the Web.

Adobe Photoshop CS6: Introductory
The perennial Adobe Creative Suite bestseller—fully updated for Adobe CS5
Featuring eight books in one, this All-in-One For Dummies guide covers the key
features and tools that you need to know in order to understand how to use each
individual program within the Adobe Creative Suite—InDesign, Illustrator,
Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, Fireworks, and Flash—to its fullest potential.
Within the nearly 1,000 pages, you’ll find creative inspiration as well as tips and
techniques to sharpen you productivity. Dedicates a minibook to each of the
programs within the latest version of Adobe Creative Suite 5—InDesign, Illustrator,
Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Flash—as well as a minibook
devoted to Creative Suite basics Serves as a one-stop learning opportunity for each
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product inside the Design Premium Suite Walks you through creating print and webbased marketing or advertising materials or other publications Adobe Creative
Suite 5 Design Premium All-in-One For Dummies is a premium resource on all
Adobe Creative Suite 5 can do for you.

Photo-Induced Metastability in Amorphous Semiconductors
David Huss is known in the Corel community as the "PHOTO-PAINT Guru". Huss
gives real-world examples to show how to use PHOTO-PAINT's tools and
features--plus many tutorials and workshop projects. The book addresses version
8's new cross-platform architecture--both PC and Mac screen shots are present
throughout.

PC Mag
Issues in Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning: 2011 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive
information about Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning. The editors have built
Issues in Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning: 2011 Edition on the vast
information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about
Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning in this eBook to be deeper than what you
can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed,
and relevant. The content of Issues in Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning:
2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peerreviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you
can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.

My Photoshop Elements 13
With Adobe's easy-to-use PhotoDeluxe image-editing software, even novice
computer users can manipulate photographs, clip art, and scanned art like a
Photoshop pro. Photo Magic with Adobe PhotoDeluxe makes getting started easy
and fun, with inspiring examples and clear instructions on everything from using
Kodak's Photo CD technology to going digital with the new and inexpensive digital
cameras. Plus, you even learn how to put your images on the Web for the whole
world to see. This is the first and only book on Adobe's hot new photo-editing
product for home users. Just a few short years ago, only professionals with
equipment that cost $100,000 or more could create the visual excitement of digital
art using photographs. Now, with PhotoDeluxe, nearly anyone with a personal
computer and this innovative software can make pictoral magic. Covering both
Mac and Windows platforms, this book provides solid, easy-to-understand
information for getting the most out of PhotoDeluxe. It shows users how to take the
program to new levels of fun while creating delightful photographic special effects
and creative projects using photos acquired from scanned images, digital cameras,
and Photo CD collections.
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Geodesy, Mapping and Photogrammetry
Photo Retouching Secrets is not another color correction book, or scanning manual.
It covers only one topic: retouching images to make them look better. What type of
retouching are we talking about? Thing like: tricks for removing red eye and then
recoloring the eye to its natural color tricks for removing the signs of aging how to
fix underexposed or overexposed images how to remove spots, rips, and tears In
Photo Retouching Secrets you will also learn: how to seamlessly splice images
together repair damaged body parts remove unslightly shadows fix some of the
other problems that digital cameras can often introduce to photos Photo
Retouching Secrets shows you feathering tricks, cropping and straightening tricks
to save you time and frustration. If you want nothing but the tips, the tricks, and
the secret inside shortcuts to make retouching images easy and fun, this book is
the right one.

Photoshop Elements 13 For Dummies
ILife '04 in a Snap
Imagine your family getting to see your baby's first picture-in real time from the
delivery room! Or imagine capturing a cool shot of a street vendor in Venice while
you are on vacation and uploading the image to instantly share with your friends
back home. Camera phones are quickly taking over the world, and users are in
need of a guide that shows them not only how to take great pictures but how to
share them in different ways. Camera Phone Obsession is a unique guide that
marries the technology of camera phones with the emerging culture. Author Peter
Aitken shows you how to purchase the best camera phones, how to best shoot and
print photos, what the best services are for sharing photos, and how to use your
camera phones with your PCs. This book shows how camera phones are a breed
apart from digital or film cameras. The book discusses the dos and don'ts of
camera phone etiquette and privacy and legal concerns for camera phone users.
The author expertly guides you through the basics of camera phone photography
so you take the sharpest pictures, navigate through the technology maze of
sending and storing photos, and save money and time with this emerging
technology. The book features numerous hands-on projects and tips and
techniques to create art and have lots of fun with camera phones.

The Amazing PhotoDeluxe Book
A review summarising the current state of research in the field, bridging the gaps
in the existing literature. All the chapters are written by world leaders in research
and development and guide readers through the details of photo-induced
metastability and the results of the latest experiments and simulations not found in
standard monographs on this topic. A useful reference not only for graduates but
also for scientific and industrial researchers. With a foreword of Kazunobu Tanaka

Photo 1: An Introduction to the Art of Photography
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The Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW®—Updated for CorelDRAW X8 This
thoroughly revised guide offers complete coverage of CorelDraw X8, including the
revamped interface and brand-new features. CorelDRAW X8: The Official Guide
shows anyone—from a beginner to an experienced illustrator—how to create topdrawer commercial graphics and exquisite artwork. You will learn to draw
photorealistic illustrations, use shortcuts to create complex art, lay out text like a
pro, add special effects, and transform 2D objects into 3D graphics. The book
features tips for printing high-quality work that matches what you’ve designed on
your monitor. • Work in the customizable interface redesigned to reflect
Windows® Metro style • Explore and understand the software’s menus, palettes,
and dockers • Lay out brochures, flyers, and other multi-page documents • Add
paragraph, artistic, and custom-shaped text to your designs • Search the Content
Exchange for fonts, vector patterns, background designs, and the Get More docker
• Use the Perspective, Extrude, Smear, Twirl, Attract, Repel, and Distortion tools •
Incorporate lens effects, transparency, shadows, glows, and bevels • Put all the
elements together in a professional, visually compelling way with layout and
design tips from the author

Web Animation for Dummies
Think back to the last time you browsed through your photo collection. You
probably didn’t get very far before you thought to yourself, “This picture would
have been great if only. . . .” If only the exposure had been better. I only that big
plant, sign, or other distracting object wasn’t cluttering up background. If only the
print hadn’t been sitting for 30 years in the basement being attacked by mildew,
dirt, and paper-munching bugs. In years past, you either had to live with the
damaged photos or pay big bucks to have them professionally repaired. Today,
thanks to the development of consumer-friendly photo-editing software, you can
use your computer to do the job yourself. Whether you want to fix a 100-year-old
family photo or a business shot you took yesterday, Photo Retouching &
Restoration For Dummies shows you how. You’ll discover how to: Scan and prep
photos for editing Work with photo-editing software Fix the five most common
photo flaws Get creative with collages and backgrounds Print photos or share them
on the Internet Here are just some of the things you can do by following the
simple, easy-to-understand instructions provided by the book: Bring new life to old,
faded photographs Adjust colors throughout the picture or in a certain object
Improve exposure and contrast Sharpen focus Cover up flaws such as negative
scratches, scanner dust, and dirt Remove unwanted elements from the scene Get
rid of red-eye, soften wrinkles, and do other facial retouching Replace a busy
background with one that compliments the subject The techniques in the book use
screen shots from Photoshop Elements as illustrations, but you can get the same
results using Photoshop, Paint Shop Pro, PhotoImpact, or most other intermediate
or professional-level photo-editing software. To help you get started, the book
comes with a CD-ROM featuring tryout versions of all the programs mentioned
above, as well as other useful photography software. And to help you get the hang
of color correction and other photo restoration techniques, the book includes 16
pages of full-color before-and-after examples. In short, you get just what you need
to jump right in and start turning your flawed photos into frame-worthy
masterworks!
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CorelDRAW X8: The Official Guide
A comprehensive guide to the Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D camerawritten by
bestselling For Dummies author Julie AdairKing Expert author and photography
instructor Julie Adair King isexactly who you want to explain Canon's hot new Rebel
T5i/700Dcamera for you. Her friendly, step-by-step style - honed to a finepoint
from helping over 300,000 readers use their cameras - willhave you snapping great
shots on the new Rebel in no time. Find allthe info you need, backed by clear
images of camera controls andmenus, so you know exactly what she's explaining,
when she'sexplaining it. More than 300 fabulous full-color photos help yousee what
you and your DSLR Rebel T5i/700D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T5i/700D is an
entry-level DSLR camera fromCanon and features an 18 megapixel sensor, full
1080 videocapability, 5fps shooting, and a 3-inch viewscreen Covers how to shoot
in Auto mode, manage playback, organizeyour images, and get better results from
exposure, lighting, focusand color Gives you professional editing tricks and offers
plenty ofbeautiful full-color images so you can see what you canachieve Popular
bestselling author Julie Adair King author has writtenmore than 15 For Dummies
books on Nikon and Canon cameras,and she helps you really get a feel for the
camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummiesthere's so muchhere to get you on
your way to taking great photos!

Photo Retouching & Restoration For Dummies
Organize, enhance, and correct your digital photos Buy a digital camera, and next
thing you know, you've got six full memory cards or 20,000 images on your hard
drive. Get them all organized, store them safely, and learn how to fix minor and
even major flaws with the advice in this little book. From removing red-eye to
straightening a crooked shot, you'll find answers here! Open the book and find:
How to get photos from your camera to your computer The scoop on different
photo editors Tips to make file names work for you How to blend severalphotos
into one Easy ways to fix common problems

Issues in Environmental Law, Policy, and Planning: 2011
Edition
Discusses digital image-making, showing how to maximize existing technology and
imagine creative possibilities through simple image-manipulation software.

Samsung Galaxy Tabs For Dummies
Bugs are for the birds! Lisbon is hungry and it’s hard to wait for dinner. When her
animal friends try to help her find something tasty to eat, the real the problems
begin! Join Lisbon on her funny misadventures. Each beautiful illustration is
designed to inspire the imaginations of children. An activity page at the end of the
book allows for more fun as they search for special items in the illustrations. This
version of I Don't Want to Eat Bugs has been designed specifically for ebook with a
fixed layout and larger text for easy reading. While this is a great read-aloud book
for parents, teachers, and other adults to share with children, we have chosen
fonts that are similar to the way children form letters for easy recognition as they
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begin to read on their own. The print book is also available in 8.5” x 11” format.
Author’s Note: I Don't Want to Eat Bugs was written for my daughter, who was two
when I wrote this story and didn’t like salad, but now she’s four and a half and
loves it—if I give her plenty of salad dressing! (But don’t worry—this isn’t a book
about eating salad.) Of course birds, cats, and dogs have a very different idea of
what's good to eat, but through this fun adventure, Lisbon learns there is also food
meant just for her—and it's good, especially compared with all the offerings from
her animal friends. My daughter and I privately call this book the "Ice Cream Story"
(she LOVES ice cream so there had to be ice cream involved), and now whenever
something funny happens, she says, "We should write a new ice cream story about
that." And we have! I Don't Want to Eat Bugs is the first book in a planned series
called Lisbon’s Misadventures. I’ve written the next three books in the series, and
Tim Petersen is hard at work creating the illustrations. Tim is obviously a fabulous
artist, and I’m excited to be working with him. You can sign up on my website to
learn when the next book comes out (http://teylarachelbranton.com/). Thank you
and enjoy!

Photoshop Elements 8 For Dummies
Provides tips for creating Web animation, including choosing color, using type and
photos, and preparing a sequence of images for animation

Debris-flow Hazards and Related Phenomena
Presents a quick and easy approach to learning how to work with iLife, Apple's
popular suite of digital media tools, discussing the latest releases of iMovie, iPhoto,
iTunes, and iDVD, as well as their various features, functions, and available
applications. Original. (Beginner)

Learning Pixelmator
Book Design Made Simple gives DIY authors, small presses, and graphic designersnovices and experts alike-the power to design their own books. It's the first
comprehensive book of its kind, explaining every step from installing Adobe�
InDesign� right through to sending the files to press. For those who want to design
their own books but have little idea how to proceed, Book Design Made Simple is a
semester of book design instruction plus a publishing class rolled into one. Let two
experts guide you through the process with easy step-by-step instructions,
resulting in a professional-looking top-quality book

Camera Phone Obsession
My Photoshop Elements 13 Step-by-step instructions with callouts to Photoshop
Elements 13 screenshots that show you exactly what to do. Help when you run in
to Photoshop Elements 13 problems or limitations. Tips and Notes to help you get
the most from Photoshop Elements 13. Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you
through doing everything you want to do with Photoshop Elements 13. Learn how
to --Import, organize, and manage Catalogs, photos, videos, and other digital
media --Use improved photo mashup techniques to recompose your photos
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--Customize your photos with 50 new enhancements and variations in the Expert
mode of the Elements Editor --Edit and enhance your photos with new and
improved Instant Fixes, Quick Fixes, and Guided Edits --Crop your photos like a
professional photographer with new cropping tools and options --Quickly post your
photos and video to popular social media sites that are easily accessible in the new
Photoshop Elements workspace --Learn the new Facebook integration to post
photos and create a Facebook Cover and Profile picture --Learn new features,
functionality, tips, and techniques with Adobe Elements Live (eLive) --Share your
photos with improved Adobe Revel integration and Private Web Albums --Add
graphics, frames, textures, filters, and shapes, and paint, draw, and add titles and
text to your photos --Use the improved Camera Raw feature to precisely modify
and enhance your photos --Create, print, and share greeting cards, collages, photo
books, contact sheets, slideshows, DVD/CD covers and playlists, and more

Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium All-in-One For
Dummies
Part of the highly successful Shelly Cashman Series, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CS6:
INTRODUCTORY follows the proven Shelly Cashman Series step-by-step, screen-byscreen approach to learning the Photoshop CS6 software. In this text, you will find
features designed to engaged students, improve retention, and prepare them for
future success. Students are encouraged to expand their understanding of the
Photoshop CS6 software and graphic design concepts through experimentation,
exploration and planning ahead. Brand new end of chapter exercises prepare
students to become more capable software users by requiring them to use criticalthinking and problem-solving skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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